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Abstract
The American stud frame revolutionized house construction in the early 1800's1, and
became a significant factor in the development of the middle class2. The stud frame
simplified construction, primarily through the low weight of its parts and simple nailed
joints, making it possible for small crews "a man and a boy can do all of it”3, to quickly
erect and enclose a framed house.
Braced frames, timber frames, balloon frames, log cabins and the subject of this paper,
the “single-wall” or “box-type” construction were built side by side in the rapidlyexpanding and temporary communities that sprung up around mines, sawmills, railroads,
and oilfields.
The single-wall form of wood construction is unknown in the professional and technical
literature of the time.4 This may contribute to the single-wall structures being frequently
overlooked or mislabeled by field surveyors conducting inventories of historic structures
and who were trained in the design/construction professions to recognize timber and
light-wood framed structures.5 The single-wall is thus an unusual structural system but
can be seen in hundreds of structures across the United States, from New York State,
through the southern coal and iron mining camps, across the oilfield communities in
Texas and Oklahoma to the silver and gold mining camps in the Rockies and California,
and even Hawaii.6
These early single-wall constructions were frequently referred to in the popular press as
shanties or shacks. Construction of an eight or ten-foot by twelve-foot “Claim Shanty,”
was a required step in filing a homestead claim. The claim shanty is prominently
mentioned in author Laura Ingalls Wilder’s “Little House on the Prairie” series7. The
Shanty is seldom featured in nineteenth century professional journals, but an explanation

is included in a 1914 popular-press publication “Shelters, Shacks, and Shanties”8 by D. C.
Beard. Beard characterized the shanty as an informal type of shelter more durable than a
tent, but not a “permanent” mode of construction.
This paper will present the definition, geographic, and cultural context of the single-wall
types of structures, a standing example to illustrate the principles and details, and a the
construction processes likely utilized to construct the shanty or single-wall construction
with the goal of familiarizing the public, profession, and academy with these structures.
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Title

Load-Bearing Single-Wall Constructions from Shanties to SIPS

Introduction
A common misconception among professionals in the design, construction, and design
education community is that American pioneers moved directly from the log cabin to
either the timber frame or the light wood frame. What seems to have been a very
common type of construction, the single-wall, or box-type as it was known in the
southeastern U.S. seems to have been a favorite form of shelter for those who needed to
quickly erect a shelter, and having few resources in the way of tools, skills, and
manpower.
Geographic and Cultural Context:
The single-wall form of construction is well described by Charles Martin in “Hollybush:
Folk Building and Social Change in an Appalachian Community” published in 1984.
Martin explains the core concept of the single-wall method, “Whereas a frame house is
supported by a skeletal structure independent of the wall coverings, a ‘box’ house (the
regional name for a board and batten single-wall structure) is not. If the wall coverings of
a frame house, both interior and exterior, are torn down, the house will continue to stand.
In box structures, the walls are the critical components; if they are removed, the structure
will collapse.9”
The single wall was often the product of manufactured components; milled one by twelve
wall boards, milled one by three battens, two by six joists, and a few factory sash
windows and doors. These manufactured components dramatically reduced the need for
the precision of a professional carpenter and significantly contributed to the speed and
simplicity of construction. Because all the components were very lightweight, it only
took a few people to assemble a single-wall house that could be built with just a hammer,
saw, level, and square.

At Hollybush Tennessee, Charles Martin attributes the change from more substantial
hewn log or timber-framed houses to the simple box or single-wall to two related factors.
The first was the discovery of hard coal in the area that offered out-of-the-house
employment for the first time in the history of Hollybush, which was traditionally a
subsistence farming community. Long hours away at the mines meant fewer hours of
“free time” a neighbor could give to another neighbor to build their house. Without the
large community labor force, manipulation of heavy building components like logs and
timbers became impossible for small families, particularly new families.10 The second
factor related to the coalmines was the replacement of wood as a cooking and heating
fuel with coal. Martin noted a number of fireplace ruins where the modifications, the
reduction in the size of the firebox needed for effective coal burning, was visible. Coal as
a high-energy fuel enabled the occupants of the thermally-challenged single wall
structure to remain comfortable through the coldest winter11.
The single-wall structure seems to be a first-choice construction system for miners in
Bodie, California and other boomtown inhabitants due primarily to its low cost, speed
and simplicity of construction.12 It also seems favored by farmers in south-central Texas
who lacked the resources to construct a log, timber frame or balloon framed house.
Description of the Single-Wall System:

Figure 1: Initial collapse state of a rare two-story single-wall construction house ruin,
HWY 71 Garwood, TX, fully collapsed May 2012.
The walls of these single-wall or box-type constructions are simply one-inch thick boards
that are eight inches or more in width, and extending from sill to the eave continuously.
Joints are covered with one by three batten strips on the exterior and interior of the wall.
Regional variations in the Carolinas and Hawaii include a few sticks of two-inch
dimension lumber to make corners, but these sparse framing elements are not capable of
supporting the attic and roof loads, these very thin board and batten walls are the primary
load-carrying structural components of the building.

Figure 2: Interior and exterior batten strips over joints in one by wall-boards, Joseph V.
Frnka house, Front and Water streets, Columbus, TX.
Many of these single-wall buildings are still in service today, primarily as houses,
although churches, commercial buildings, and agricultural buildings are also found to use
this method. One significant cluster of these buildings is found in Bodie, California.
Bodie is currently managed as a National and State Historic Landmark District.
Approximately one-fifth of the original structures still remain at this high mountain

mining town where at one time there was a population of over 10,000. Today, there are
no inhabitants. Over 200,000 cars visit Bodie each year to take in the authentic landscape
of the 1890’s era gold-rush town. In a Master’s Thesis titled “Structural Failures of
Single-wall Construction in a Western Mining Town: Bodie California” Andrea Sue
Martin notes that of the one hundred twenty-two standing, unmodified original buildings
in Bodie, eighty are single-wall constructions13. When Charles Martin conducted his fifty
interviews on the town of Hollybush and the construction methods found there, he noted
the vast majority of the interviewees cited growing up in a “box” house, and that when
asked to recount how many framed houses they remembered in their community, they
frequently could recount them on one hand, a clear indication of the favoring of these
single-wall or box-type constructions over both cabins and balloon framed houses.

Figure 3: Miners single wall cabin, Bodie, CA. Photo used with permission of Tom Moore.

The single-wall structures in Bodie, where winter temperatures can drop to twenty below
zero, Fahrenheit, were lined on the inside surface of the walls with muslin, paper,
cardboard or tin (often the remnants of canned foods consumed by the occupant) to
provide some insulation value and draft stopping. In some cases, single-wall buildings
have additional layers of siding, either vertical or horizontal, applied to one or both sides
of the load bearing one by eight. This additional siding would have both stiffened the
wall, and given additional protection from the elements.

Single-Wall Exemplar, Joseph V. Frnka House, Columbus TX, Description and
Process
The Joseph V. Frnka house on the corner of Front and Walnut streets in Columbus is a
Texas State Historical Society recognized site. Frnka was a self-taught lawyer,
representative to the state legislature, and a key figure in the development of Columbus.
Frnka assembled his house and law office on the corner of Front and Walnut as a
complex of four structures; a hexagonal office, thought to have been moved to the site
whole, a single-wall structure, existing on the site, and a balloon framed cottage,
constructed parallel to the single-wall structure and connected with a “dog-trot.”

Figure 4: Joseph V. Frnka historic site, Front & Walnut streets, Columbus TX. Hexagonal
law office, 1906, (left,) balloon-framed cottage, 1906, (foreground right,) older single-wall
house, approx. 1883, (background center.) Dogtrot, 1906, between cottage and single-wall
was demolished following the October 2009 fire.
In October of 2009, the dogtrot portion of the house caught fire, damaging the balloon
framed cottage and the single-wall house14. The subsequent demolition of the dogtrot left
the fourteen by thirty two foot single-wall construction exposed and accessible for study.
Like the dozen or so single-wall buildings observed in Colorado County, The Frnka
single-wall was constructed out of native cypress, sawn to one inch by twelve inch

planks. Cypress, a naturally decay resistant species, was among the native trees that were
quickly logged out by early settlers because of their strength and durability, leading to
their being assigned protected status as early as 1920 in places such as Kerrville, Texas.
The Frnka single-wall had no original vertical framing other than the one by twelve wallboards which were nailed to four by six timber sills supported on piers. Each one by
twelve was nailed to the sill with three nails, each the equivalent of contemporary tenpenny nails. The interior and exterior joints between the one by twelve wall-boards were
subsequently covered with batten strips, milled from one by three piece of cypress stock.

Figure 5: Joseph V. Frnka historic site, Front & Walnut streets, Columbus TX. View of
single-wall house (approx. 1883) with foundations of demolished dogtrot visible in
foreground.

Figure 6: Joseph V. Frnka historic site, conjectural model of construction sequence.

As a construction process, the single-wall required few tools, little skill, and due to the
lightness of the pieces, not much labor compared to log cabins or traditional timber
frames15. Two to three men could construct a single-wall house, while fifteen or more
would be required for a similar hewn house.16
Floors would be constructed either directly on the ground, or on stone or wood piers,
depending on the topography. The Frnka house appears to have been originally built on
short piers, replaced in the 1906 remodeling. Typically, the floor would be framed with
shallow joists nailed to two inch thick plates, with one-inch thick floorboards, either
square-edged or tongue-and-grooved.

Fig. 7: Joseph V. Frnka historic site, detail of floor assembly framed with four by six sills,
two by six let-in joists, and one by six tongue and groove flooring.
Once the floor was laid, the process of constructing enclosure to support the roof was
fairly simple. In “Pride and Prejudice…” Michael Ann Williams includes this excerpt
from an interview with Jessie Frazier in 1984.
“Well, [a boxed house is] when you – when they don’t take pains to cut the lumber all to
pieces and fix it up fine. They just take the planks and set them up and nail them. You
know, and just all around. Just kind of boxed them in…that’s the way my dad built them
to rent to people, because wasn’t building them to stay there forever.”17
The load-bearing exterior perimeter walls were primarily one-inch thick boards, either
milled at a sawmill, or riven, (whipsawn) locally. Whipsawing closely resembles pit
sawing, with a sawyer standing on the log, which is supported over the ground on
sawhorses rather than over a pit. This top sawyer guides the saw pulling it up along a
snapped charcoal line on the log while another sawyer stands below the log, pulling the
saw down through the log. Martin documents families producing up to twelve of these
boards per day using the whipsaw technique.
The wall framing process would begin at the corners, where two one inch thick boards
would be nailed together at ninety-degree angles with ten penny nails spaced
approximately twenty four inches apart to produce a boxed corner. Compare this nail
schedule to the six in perimeter, eight inch in the field schedule recommended by the
APA for shear diaphragm corners in structural panels and one can understand the relative
fragility of these single wall structures to lateral forces. Once all four corners were in
place, eave plates would be nailed along the inside face at the tops of the corners boards.
With the corners and eave plate in place, the wall-boards were nailed to vertically span
from the face of the sill to the face of the eave plate, filling in the length of wall between
the corner boards.

Fig. 8: Joseph V. Frnka historic site, Computer model of corner board assemblies framed
without two by fours with spanning two by four plates to tie the top of the wall-boards
together as seen at the Frnka house site.
The single-wall constructions observed in Garwood and Columbus, Texas used three-tenpenny nails in each eight to twelve inch wide board to attach it, and transfer roof and attic
loads through shear to the face of the sill plate. Given the live and dead loads, these
amounts to approximately 186 pounds per nail in shear, very close to the current
engineering practice of 154 pounds. Engineering practice reduces the capacity per nail in
shear according to lumber species, if in lieu of the first growth cypress observed in
Garwood and Columbus, we assume the capacity reduction assigned to the softest species
of lumber used in framing, SPF or Spruce/Pine/Fir, the allowable load per nail is 107.8
pounds, approximately 57% of the assumed load in these observed structures, yet, the
structures stand, and in the case of the Frnka house, the structure has been functioning
since the late nineteenth century.18

Fig. 9: Joseph V. Frnka historic site, photo of vertical load bearing wall-board with 10
penny nails, reference lines at bottom indicate observed nail locations.
The eave plate at the Frnka house is a two by four receiving the wall-boards through nails
driven into its two-inch face. This eave plate thus ties the wall-boards together at their top
and provides a four-inch wide plate for the ceiling and roof joist fastening. At the
Garwood ruin, wall ledger was nailed to the inside of the wall-boards at second floor
height, and floor joists notched so that the underside of each joist would align with the
bottom of the wall ledger. This ledger served to further tie together and brace the oneinch thick wall-boards against buckling. The ceiling boards would be nailed to the room
side of the attic or second floor joists and were usually one-inch thick boards, either
square edged or tongue and groove. This these ceiling boards were often laid loose over
the joists to serve as a work platform to raise the roof joists and install the skip sheathing
for wood shingles.
With all wall-boards and joists in place, factory sash windows and doors were installed,
trimmed and one by three cypress battens were nailed to the wall boards to cover wall

board joints on both the interior and exterior, The final step was to nail shingles to the
skip sheathing, and the single wall house was ready to occupy.
Falling Down:
Given continuous occupancy, the single wall houses have held up well. Carpentry,
remodeling and preservation blogs show they continue to be remodeled and adapted to
contemporary life19. Many that are in current use have had an additional layer of furring,
as the Frnka house parlor did, in the form of two by fours, applied to the inside of the
bearing wall-boards to make spaces for insulation, electrical, and plumbing systems.
Those single-wall structures built as agriculture or storage structures or those which have
been abandoned do not fare as well in the in the environment. Termites and decay
bacteria attacked the sapwood of the cypress, resulting in rot around the critical board to
sill connection. This can lead to the loss of fastener integrity, displacement of the wall
board from the sill, and, if this happens to enough wall-boards, makes the structure
susceptible to wind induced bowing, and leaning. The lean has been observed to originate
in the middle of the walls on the long axis of the Frnka house, the Garwood ruin, and the
still standing South Point Baptist church in Garwood Texas. The bowing and leaning
place additional stress on the short-axis exterior walls and the few (8 or less) ten-penny
nails holding the corner between short and long axis walls together.

Fig. 10. South Point Baptist Church, HWY. 71, Garwood, Texas. The corner plaque
indicates 1883 as the construction date.
The ruin of the two-story house at Garwood reveals the catastrophic results of the failure
of the corner nails. The complete, intact rear wall of the house could be observed lying on
the debris of the back shed it fell upon when the capacity of its corner nails was exceeded
by the wind. When this rear wall separated from the structure, the adjacent sidewalls
buckled leaving the remains propped on the bowed and curled long axis walls. A wind
storm in May 2012 popped the remaining short axis wall, the front wall, free of the long
axis sidewalks, which subsequently wracked, dropping the roof assembly on the ruined
pile of boards almost intact.

Fig. 11. Two story single-wall ruin, HWY. 71, Garwood, Texas. Intact rear wall with
siding displaced from sidewalls due to failure of corner connections. Original lap siding
is visible on the upper portion of the wall.
This sudden, catastrophic form of failure puts the single wall at a distinct disadvantage
over balloon and platform frames from the same era. The robust nature of the balloon
frame was quickly lionized in serials like "The Country Gentleman" which published
apocryphal accounts of balloon framed houses being blown across prairie lands like
tumbleweeds, to be retrieved, righted and reoccupied by the homeowner following the
storm. This certainly would not have been the case with the single wall constructions.
Conclusions: What are we missing?
But what might the legacy of the single wall construction method? What were the
offspring of this way of building that employed lightweight, simply connected,
prefabricated, load bearing enclosure elements?
One might be the wood walls employed by Frank Lloyd Wright in the Usonian houses.
Wright has over fifty of these homes realized in 17 states between 1934 and 1945. The
key characteristics were slab on grade foundations, three dimensional grid planning,
masonry and wood walls, and a close fit to land and climate. This made most aspects of
the Usonian house unique compared to traditional house design and construction. The
wood walls of these houses were no exception. Wright designed a stud-less exterior wall
for his prewar Usonian houses. These walls were built with a plywood sheet as the lateral
load bearing (masonry elements in the Usonian houses carried gravity loads) element of
the wall, with one by ten cedar or cypress board and batten surfaces screwed to the
plywood core on both the interior and exterior faces of the wall. The resulting three in
thick wall was all that stood between winters for the Wisconsin Usonians and summers
for the Virginia Usonian designed for Lauren Pope.
One can characterize these Usonian wood walls as lightweight, simply connected,
enclosure walls made of manufactured components, quite similar to the single wall. But
did Wright know of the single wall approach to low cost construction? One might look at

the structures Wright designed, and the Taliesen students constructed for Ocotillo, the
desert camp. Ocotillo, 1928 was built as a headquarters for Wright as he worked on the
design for "San Marcos in the Desert." It can be seen as the precursor to Taliesen West.
At Ocotillo, Wright proved, as he had on his wood-foundation solution for the Oak Park
home and studio, that he was familiar with the inexpensive techniques widely employed
by vernacular builders. Ocotillo was realized with an exterior enclosing wall made of a
single one by twelve board, with joints covered by smaller battens. To be clear, Ocotillo
did not use the single wall as a bearing wall, two by four studs made up a framework
spaced four to six feet apart, making the single wall-boards play a critical role I assuring
the lateral stability of the sparse two by four framing.
But is this really connected to the heritage of the single-wall? John Sergeant provides
compelling evidence in his 1976 publication “Frank Lloyd Wright’s Usonian Houses.” In
the chapter three, titled “Education, Design, and Construction,” Sergeant includes
construction photographs of the Richardson House in New Jersey constructed in 1951.
One photograph clearly shows the wood walls under construction, and one by twelve
vertical boards are clearly visible as the wall structure. Sergeant’s caption explains;
“…the Richardson house differed from other Usonians in that a core built of pine boards,
instead of plywood.”20 Both the interior and exterior finished surfaces of the walls were
Cypress, screwed horizontally to the faces of the vertical boards, very similar to the way
the two-story ruin in Garwood, Texas was sided with lap siding on the exterior, and
horizontal boards on the interior. It would seem Wright understood the single-wall and
applied it in original form with one by twelve vertical boards as the wall core in the
Richardson House, and in his own adaptation with plywood core in the other prewar
Usonians.
What other construction systems share the principle characteristics of the single-wall, this
way of building that employed lightweight, simply connected, prefabricated, load bearing
enclosure elements?
The Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) was dedicated in June, 1910 by Gifford Pinchot,
then chief of the United States Forest Service (USFS) as a research institution focused on

the productivity of the forest, and as a research and development institution focused on
developing wood products and processes enhancing wood utilization21.
The FPL had developed a lightweight system of load bearing prefabricated components
that could be simply joined, with simple tools and minimal labor in 1935. This
demonstration house toured county fairs where it would be fully assembled in front of
fair goers in twenty-one hours or less, a feat that couldn't be matched by the balloon
framing system.22
The demonstration houses attracted commercial interest, and FPL estimates that by 1949,
thirty thousand of theses system homes were being built annually.23 The key technology
used in these demonstration homes was the stressed cover panel, precursor to the
structural insulated panel widely used today in load bearing and non-load bearing
applications.
The single-wall construction system has been applied to virtually every building type that
the balloon frame system has and recent material culture scholars have documented
surviving examples in over a dozen states from New York to Hawaii.24 The single wall
construction system was also likely known by Frank Lloyd Wright, likely known by the
developers of SIPS panels as evidenced by each repeating the principles of single-wall
systems in their own innovation, yet, the professional press and the professionals
responsible for surveys of historic structures have overlooked consistently overlooked
structures built with this system. One wonders why.
Perhaps it was the temporary nature of the system, although standing examples are almost
one hundred thirty years old, almost as old as the oldest balloon framed structures, the
vast majority of single-wall structures no longer exist. Perhaps it was because the
population who simply needed shelter, the miner, lumberjack, millworker or
sharecropper, citizens without the money and influence to find their way into history
most commonly applied the single wall system. It may also be because these structures
were utilitarian shelters, devoid of exterior ornament, stylistic influences, or formal
precision. We will never know, but we can learn from this oversight of historians and
professionals. Around the globe, people are innovating in their shelter design. Some

recycle found material, some adapt waste and trash, still others manufacture their own
building materials from available resources. What can we learn from them? What
principles might be extracted from a systematic study of informal, temporary structures?
Perhaps those structures we overlook or intellectually discard as "banal" or "eyesores”
might hold the key to a new technology such as SIPS, or a new approach to disaster relief
housing. We must break the cycle of arrogance that stands on the belief that the only
worthwhile lessons come from experts and professionals, the single wall constructions
may be the beginning of these lessons from the common shelter.
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